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We prove the existence of asymptotic probability measures connected with the 
value-distribution of the Dedekind zeta-function cK(s) of an arbitrary algebraic 
number field K. This’is a generalization of Bohr-Jessen’s classical result, which has 
shown the existence in the case of the Riemann zeta-function. We note that, to 
prove our theorem in the non-Galois case, we must take a way which is inde- 
pendent of the properties of convex plane curves. Also, we obtain a quantitative 
estimate in case K is Galois, which is an improvement of the author’s former result. 
((3 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be an algebraic number field of degree 1. In this paper we discuss 
the value-distribution of log [&), where s = (T + it is a complex variable, 
and cK(s) is the Dedekind zeta-function of K. The region we consider is the 
half-plane {O > 1 -L-l}, where L = max { 1,2}, but there is a possibility of 
the existence of zeros of 5,J.r) in the strip { 1 -L-l < ts < 1 }, so at first we 
must decide the way of analytic continuation of log IK(s). Let 
G=G,={sIa>l-L-l)- u (s=a+it,I1-L-‘<~~~j}, 
5, = v, + it, 
where S~S run through all possible zeros of cK(s) in { 1 -L-l < cr d 11. For 
any so = o,+ it,E G, we define the value of log cK(.rO) by the analytic 
continuation along the path {s = o + it, 10 > c,,}. 
Now we fix a real number cO > 1 - L ~ ‘. Let R be an arbitrary rectangle 
in the complex plane @, with the edges parallel to the axes. By V( T, R) = 
V( T, R; lK) we mean the measure of the set 
{t E (0, T]l go + it E G, log [,(a0 + it) E R}, 
for any large positive T. Then our first result is the following 
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THEOREM 1. For arty algebraic number field K and anq’ ou > 1 - L ‘, 
there exists the limit 
W(R) = W(R; i,) = lim V( T, R)/T. 
r- -7 
This is a generalization of Bohr-Jessen’s classical result [3, 43, which 
asserts the existence of W(R) in the case where K is the rational number 
field Q. 
In the half-plane {e > 1 }, it holds that the Euler product expansion is 
&(S)=n (l-(Np))“))], 
P 
where p’s run through all integral ideals of K, and Np denotes the norm of 
p. Let pn be the nth prime number, and {p:“, . . . . pjp”‘“} the set of all prime 
divisors of pn in K. Then, we can write 
n=l j=l 
where the positive integers f(j, n) are defined by Npj;” =pi”x ‘). For any 
g > 1 -L-l and any positive integer N, we define 
Then, 
f-K,N(S)= i*1 ‘fi (1 -p;f(i.n)s)-l. 
n=l j=l 
log IK,N(~o + it) = - 5 ‘E’ log( 1 - rp’ exp( - itf(j, n) logp,)), 
n=l .j=l 
where r((‘) =p;f(j*“)“O. We d enote by V,( T, R) = VN( T, R; iK) the measure 
of the set 
{t E (0, Tl I lois CK,N(~, + it) E R}. 
Our proof of Theorem 1 is devided into two parts; the first step is the 
proof of the existence of the limit 
W,(R) = W,(R; 4,) = J$m V,dT, R IK)K (1.1) 
and the second step is the proof of the existence of the limit 
W(R) = )Fm W,(R), (1.2) 
which coincides with our desired W(R) in Theorem 1. 
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To carry out these steps, we introduce the mapping S, from the 
N-dimensional unit cube QN to C, defined by 
N g(n) 
sN(e,, ***, 0,) = - C 2 log(1 - rj;“exp(2~ if(j, n) e,,)) 
n=l ,=l 
for (e,, . . . . 0,) E QN = [0, l)N. The first step is a direct consequence of the 
Kronecker-Weyl theorem on the uniform distribution of sequences, and we 
also have (see Section 2) 
WN(R) = ~N(S,$(R))9 (1.3) 
where p, denotes the N-dimensional Lebesgue measure. 
Let 
Z,=Z,(O,)= - 1 log(1 -ry’exp(27rif(j, n) e,)), 
j= I 
and~,={z,~O~8,~1}.IncaseK=~,weseeg(n)=f(j,n)=1,so~,is 
a closed convex curve. Bohr-Jesse& original proof of the second step is 
based essentially on this convexity. If K is a Galois extension of CD, then 
f(l, n) = ... =f(g(n), n) (=f(n), say), so ,r) = ._ - = rF@)) ( =rnt say). 
Therefore, 
z, = -g(n) log( 1 - rn exp(2rc if(n) e,)) (1.4) 
also describes a convex curve. However, for general K, the curve f, is not 
always convex, hence Bohr-Jessen’s argument cannot be applied. 
It follows from (1.3) that IV, is a regular probability measure. (For any 
Bore1 set EC @, we define W,(E) =P~(S;~(E)). See Lemma 2.4.3 of 
It8 IS].) Hence, the second step can be reduced to a convergence problem 
of probability measures. From this point of view, we can generalize (1.2) to 
non-convex cases. In [13], by using Prokhorov’s theorem, a proof 
independent of convexity is given for zeta-functions defined by Hecke 
operators, and a simpler argument is in [14], which deals with a more 
general situation. In this paper we show an alternative argument, which 
depends on P. Levy’s convergence theorem, and the idea is basically due to 
Borchsenius-Jessen [S]. This method also is independent of convexity, so 
we can prove Theorem 1 for an arbitrary algebraic number field K. This 
proof is not so simple as that developed in [14], but is suitable when one 
wants to obtain a quantitative version. In fact, we can prove the following. 
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THEOREM 2. Let K be a Galois extension of 0. If a,, > 1, then 
B’(R)- V(T, R)/T= O((loglog T)P’n” I)‘* (logloglog T) ‘I2 
+ p,(R)(loglog T) “W ‘) (logloglog T) ‘), 
where the O-constant depends only on K and aO. If 1 - L - ’ < a0 < 1, then, 
for any .z > 0, 
W(R)- V(T, R)/T=O((loglog T))‘2u0P”‘S+E 
+ ,dR)(loglog W (2u0 ~ ’ ’ (log log log T) - ’ ), 
where the O-constant depends only on K, a,,, and E. 
In the case of the Riemann zeta-function, such estimations were firstly 
proved by the author [ 11, 121. The above theorem includes an improve- 
ment of those previous results. In the proof we use some properties of 
convex curves, so we can prove Theorem 2 only in the case of Galois 
extensions. 
In the following sections, the rectangles we consider are closed and 
have the edges parallel to the axes. The symbol dist( , ) signifies the 
usual Euclidean metric. For any subsets X, Y c @ and z E @, dist(X, Y) = 
inf(dist(z,,z,)~z,~X,~~~Y}, X+z={z,+z~z,~X} and aximplies the 
boundary of X. The letter E denotes a small positive number and C denotes 
a positive absolute constant, both of which are not necessarily the same in 
each occurrence. The O-constants usually depend only on K and a,,, while 
where we restrict ourselves to the case 1 -L-l <a,< 1, they may also 
depend on E. Sometimes we use the symbol A @ B instead of A = O(B). 
The author expresses his gratitude to Professor Shigeki Egami and 
Professor Kuniaki Horie for useful discussions. 
2. THE INVERSE IMAGE Q,(R) 
Our main purpose in this section is to prove ( 1.1). Let Q,(E) = S, l(E) 
and W,(E) =pLN(S;ZN(E)) for any Bore1 set EC @. Then, 
LEMMA 1. For any rectangle R, the set Q,(R) is Jordan measurable. 
Also, for any positive E, there exists a positive n, for which W,(R) < E holds 
for any N and for any R with u*(R) < n. 
In case K= Q, the result of this lemma was proved by Bohr- 
Courant [2]. Our proof is a simple generalization of their method, which 
is an induction procedure with respect to N. 
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Since 
g( 1) 
S1(8,)=z,(0r)= - 1 log(l-ry)exp(27cif(j, 1)0,)) 
,=I 
is continuous, Sz, (R) = S;‘(R) is Jordan measurable as the one-dimen- 
sional inverse image of the Bore1 set R. Next, if p*(R) < 9, then the length 
of at least one edge of R is smaller than A. Hence, to prove the second 
assertion for N= 1, it is enough to consider the open strip E of width &, 
parallel to the real or imaginary axis. We only treat the case that E is 
parallel to the imaginary axis; the real case is similar. 
Let a be an arbitrary real number, and consider the equation 
Re(z,(B,))=a. This is equal to 
and is reduced to an algebraic equation of degree 2 C,“i’/f(j, 1) (=h, say) 
with respect to the variable x=exp(2nifI,). Hence, the cardinality h(a) of 
the set (0,~ [0, l)IRe(zr(B,))=a} is at most h. By A(a; 9) we denote 
the open strip of width q, whose center line is {zl Re(z) = a>. For 
sufficiently small q, the number of the connected components of the 
intersection A(a; 2fi) n rr is at most h(a). And we can choose q = ~(a) 
so small that W,(c) 5 q’h for each component rp. Hence we have 
w, Ma; q/ma) < E. Since rr is compact, we can choose finite number of 
real numbers {uj}, which gives the finite covering {A(u,; m)} of rl. 
Let q = min, {~(a,)). Then, for any real a, there exists an uj, for which 
holds. This implies W,(E) < E, so the second assertion for N = 1 follows. 
The second step of the induction is quite the same as Bohr-Courant’s 
original proof. The details, which are omitted here, are reproduced in 
Section 3 of [ 13 J. If we assume the lemma is valid for N, then we can 
prove Q, + , (R) is Jordan measurable, and 
W,,,(R)=f; W,(R-Z,+~(BN+~))~~,+,. (2.1) 
The second assertion of the lemma is a direct consequence of (2.1). 
Remark 1. The induction process can also be applied to the strip E, 
defined in the above proof. Consequently, Q,(E) is Jordan measurable, 
and W,(E) < E if the width of E is smaller than &. 
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Remark 2. Applying the Artin-Chebotarev density theorem to the 
Galois closure of K, we see that there exist infinitely many primes p,,, which 
satisfies g(n) = 1 and f(j, n) = 1 for any j < 1. Let pllo be one of such primes. 
We define the mapping 3, by 
N- I 
$aL ..., ON--l? ~,,)==,,(e,,)+ c z,(O,) 
n=l 
for N<n,- 1, and 
S,@,, . . . . 6,) = S,(f3,, . ..) e,) = 2 z,(e,) 
?I=1 
for N> n,. Then, the results similar to Lemma 1 hold for a,(R) = s,‘(R). 
Bohr-Courant’s original proof is available with no change, because r,, is 
a convex curve. Since B,(R) = Q,(R) for N> n,, this gives a somewhat 
different proof of Lemma 1 for large N. 
Now we prove (1.1). A necessary and sufficient condition in order for 
log[,,,(o,+it)ER is 
(I- (G’71) logpi >, . . . . 1 - (+) logp,))~Q,(R), 
where {x} signifies the fractional part of X. Since logp,, . . . . logp, are 
linearly independent over Q, and L?,(R) is Jordan measurable, we can 
apply the Kronecker-Weyl theorem, the result of which is (1.1) with (1.3). 
3. APPLICATION OF L~VY’S CONVERGENCE THEOREM 
Let us define the Fourier transform of the probability measure W, by 
AN(w) = C, e’<‘,“’ dW,(z), 
where 
(z, w) = Re(z) Re(w) + Im(z) Im(w). 
In this section we study the behaviour of AN(w) as N tends to infinity. 
Since 
&W=/ exp(i<S,d~, , . . . . QN), w>) &/de, > .‘., e/v), 
QN 
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we can write 
where 
K,(w)=jl exp(i(z,(Q,), w))de,. 
0 
Let q(z) = -log( 1 -z). By using Schwarz’ lemma, we see that there exists 
a positive absolute constant C1, for which 1 cp(z)l d C1 lzl holds in 
1 z I< l/fi. Since r-y) < l/fi, we have 
Iz!$(O,)l< C,rt’, (3.1) 
where 
zy’= zj/)(e,) = -log(l - rl;‘) exp(2nif(j, n) 0,)). 
On the other hand, applying the mean-value theorem of harmonic 
functions to Re q(z) and Im q(z), we have 
hence 
j’ Re(z!/‘(B,)) de, = j’ Im(zl;“(B,)) de, = 0, 
0 0 
I l (z,(e,), w) de,=o. 0 
Therefore, 
IKAw)- 1 I = j’ {exp(i(z,, w>)- l- (z,, w>> dB.1 
G I ; (W)(z,, w>* de, 
G(lwl*/2)J1 (y lz”q2den, 
0 j=l 
by using Schwarz’ inequality. Hence, with (3.1) we have 
l~~~w)-11~(C~/2)~w12(g~r~~)2~(C~~2)121w12p;2uo. (3.2) 
i=l 
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From (3.2) and the obvious estimate 1 A,,( w)I < 1, we have 
and so, for any M> N, 
‘t-1 1 
< (C:/2) I2 I w I2 P(N), (3.3) 
where 
P(N)= ‘f p;? 
n=N+l 
As N tends to infinity, P(N) tends to 0. Hence, there exists the limit 
function 
A(w) = liFm A,(w), 
and for any positive a, the convergence is uniform in {I w  I 6 a}. Hence, by 
Levy’s convergence theorem, /i is the Fourier transform of a regular 
probability measure W, and this W is the limit of { W,} in the sense of 
weak convergence. Also, when M tends to infinity in (3.3), it follows that 
In(W)-nN(W)I~(C:/2)1* lWl’P(N). (3.4) 
Now we prove (1.2). Let us write the rectangle R as 




By Remark 1 in Section 2, we see that for any E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0, for 
which 
W,dR,W) - R&W) < 42 
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holds for any rectangle R and for any A? Let gR(z) be a continuous 
function on C, which satisfies 
g&)= ; 
1 
if z is included in the closure of R,(6) - Ri(6), 
if z is not included in the open kernel of R,(26) - R,(2S), 
and 0 Q gR(z) < 1 for any z E C. Then, 
WR,GV - R,(@) G !^, gidz) dW(z) = i?lfnm Jc g&) dW,v(z) 
< lirn inf W,(R,(26) - R,(26)) < 9’2. 
N-ac; 
Hence, 
I W(R) - W(Ri(6))l < 42, I W(R) - W(R,(h))l <c/2. (3.5) 
In particular, R is a continuity set with respect to W, hence (1.2) follows. 
Applying (1.2) to Ri(6) and R,,(h), we see that there exists a sufficiently 
large N,, for which 
I WN(Ri(6)) - W(Ri(6))l < E/T I WN(R,(@) - WR,.W)l cd2 (3.6) 
holds for any N > N, . 
4. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Now we can complete the proof in the case go > 1 very quickly. In this 
case, we have 
I log iK(% + if) - loi3 iK,N(~, + it)l 
dC f 
g(n )
1 ry<c1 f p,““, 
n=N+l j=l n=N+l 
(4.1) 
and the right-hand side is smaller than 6 for any N 2 N,, with a sufficiently 
large N,. Hence we have 
and, using (1.1 ), we have 
W,(R,(6))<l~mi~f V(T, R)/T<limsup V(T, R)/T< W,(R,(6)). 
r-m 
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Now we choose an N satisfying N b max (N, , N2 1. Then, from (3.5), (3.6 ), 
and the above, we have 
W(R) -E 6 liminf V( r, RI/T< limsup V( T, R)/T< W(R) + E. 
T-% 7‘ + % 
Hence the result of Therem 1 follows. 
Next we assume 1 --L-l <a,< 1, and put 
K:(T)= (f~(0, T]la,+it~G, 
Ilog iAa0 + it) - log iK,,(ao + it)1 2 b}, 
and by kd,( T) we mean the measure of K$( T). Then, 
VN(T,Ri(d))-kL(T)d v(T, R)< vN(T, R,,(d))+k$(T). (4.3) 
We assume E is so small that 
3&<fJ0-(1 -L-l), (4.4) 
and put cq, = (TV - E, ~1~ =cO-2&, and 
H(t,)= (s=a+it(c>ct,, to-~<lt<o+~) 
for any real t,. Moreover we define 
and 
RN(S) = log I&)-log I,v,,&) 
ifH(t,)cGand IRN(s)l <dforanysEH(t,,), 
otherwise. 
Then it is obvious that 
k”,(T)+&(r,)dt,. (4.5) 
0 
On the other hand, we see (cf. (4.1)) 
lR,(s)I<CI f ~,“~CZ~~x~~dx<C,l/(cr-1) 
n=N+l PN 
in (T > 1, with an absolute constant C,. Hence, if we put PO = 1 + c,l6 - I, 
then 
1 RN(S)/ < 6 (4.6 1 
in a>po. 
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Let B1 = V,, 
and 
P(t,)={sIcr,6o6P’,to-l~t~t,+l}, 
Q(to)= {~Ict~<c~</?~, to-+a,++} 
=ff(to)n {=Bo) 
f-h) = lK(SKK.N(S) - 1. 
Then we have 
LEMMA 2. Zf If,,,(s)1 x6/2 for any seQ(tO), then c&(&)=0. 
This fact is shown in the proof of Hilfssatz 5 of Bohr [l] in the case 
K = Q. Since we need no change in the proof for general K, we omit the 
details. We only note that the inequality (4.6) is used essentially in the 
proof. 
Now we quote another function-theoretic lemma proved also by Bohr: 
LEMMA 3 (Bohr Cl, Hilfssatz 41). Let r, r’ be two closed curves in C, 
and D, D’ the open regions surrounded by r, r’, respectively. We assume 
Tu D c D’. If f (s) is holomorphic in D’ and 
ss I f (s)l’ da dt < n(dist(r, r')/2)2 u', D, 
then I f(s)1 <afor any SETV D. 
We apply this lemma to r= 8Q(to), r’ = aI’( a = 6/2, and 
f(s)=fds). Let 
@dto)= j/ If,&)l*d~dt. P(Q) 
Then, under the condition 
it follows from Lemmas 2 and 3 that cp”,( to) = 0. Let 
b= T-‘.pl({t,+ [2, T- l]I@N(tO)>rr(s/2)2 (~?/2)~}). 
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62 I(o, N, T) do, 
a, 
Z(o, N, T) = T-’ 1’ ( f,(a + it)\’ dt. 
I 
Hence, with (4.5) and (4.8), we have 
T-‘kb,(T)d32n:- ‘~-~8-’ j-@:’ Z(o, N, T) da + 3T-‘. (4.9) 
We now prove the following estimate on the integral in the right-hand side 
of the above. 
LEMMA 4. For any positive 4, there exists a sufficiently large N, = N,(q), 
for which 
holds for any N > N,, and for any T > TO with some TO = T,(N). 
Proof: In the half-plane {Re(s) > 1 }, fN(s) as well as i,(s) has the 
Dirichlet series expansion 
where 
fN(s)= f b,n-“, IK(s)= f a,n-“, 
n=l n=l 





a, = O(n’) (4.11 
for any E > 0. (See Lemma 9 of Chandrasekharan-Narasimhan [S]. 
Theorem 4 of Chandrasekharan-Narasimhan [S] asserts that 
) 
T-l I ,’ 1 iK(o + it)( * dt = O( 1) 
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for (T > 1 -L-l. (Note that the O-constant in the above, as well as in (4.13) 
below, depends on (T, contrary to the indication in Section 1.) Since 
li,,(~+if)l~‘~exp(Ci~~~~“)bexp(CIN1-~) (4.12) 
for rr < 1, we have 
Z(o, N, T) = O(exp(CZN’-“)) (4.13) 
for 1 - L- ’ < 0 < 1. The right-hand side 
it follows that 
lim Z(G, N, T) = - 
of (4.13) is independent of T, so 
f bzn-*” (4.14) 
for c(r < G < /?, , by using Carlson’s mean-value theorem (Carlson [7]; see 
also Potter [16]). From (4.10) and (4.11), we have 
f bine2”+ 1 n-20+c 
?I=1 (n, PIP~.2&w) = 1 
n -2a+E@N1-2al+&. 
Hence we can choose a large N,, for which 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
holds for any N > N,. Now we fix such an N. From the proof of Carlson’s 
theorem we know that the convergence in (4.14) is uniform in cr. (See the 
Remark in the next section.) Therefore, from (4.14) we can choose 
To = T,(N), which is independent of g, for which 
Z(o, N, T)- f bin-*” < 1/w, - al) 
PI=1 
holds. This inequality with (4.16) leads to the assertion of Lemma 4. 
We substitute the result of Lemma 4 to (4.9), with q = x62&3/32. Then, 
limsup Tp1k6,(T)<e 
T-m 
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< limsup UT, R)/T6 W,( R,,.(6)) + E. 
T - ,*, 
Therefore, combining with (3.5) and (3.6), we obtain 
W(R)-2s<liminf V(T,R)/T<limsup V(T, R)/T< W(R)+2&, 
l--m T-2 
which implies the conclusion of Theorem 1 in case 1 - L- ’ < o,, < 1. 
5. AN UPPER-BOUND ESTIMATE OF Z(a,N, T) 
The purpose of the following sections is the proof of Theorem 2. Hence 
we now restrict ourselves to the case that K is a Galois extension of Q. In 
this section we assume 1 -L-’ < crO 6 1, and prove the following 
LEMMA 5. It holds that 
f 
a-‘(N.logN)‘-I”+” +cr-‘T-‘(N.log N)2-2a+E 
uniformly in c. 
Proof. The first inequality, in the strip 2 < fl d /Ii , can be easily shown 
by a routine argument combining with (4.10) and (4.11). (See the proof of 
Lemma 3 of [ 121.) Hence we assume ~1, < 0 < 2 in the following. The argu- 
ment below is a refined version of the proof of Carlson’s theorem, described 
in Section 9.51 of Titchmarsh’s book [ 171. Such a refinement was already 
done in the proof of Lemma 2 of [ 121 in the case K= Q. 
Let X2 1, c> max (0, 1 -a}, and h, = b,exp( -(n/X)*), where b, is 
defined by (4.10) and 5 = D - I+ L-‘. Then we have 
f h,nps= (2xir)-’ 1”‘” r(w/t)f,(s + w) x”’ dw. 
n=l c---i02 
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Let CI~ = 1 -L-’ + E. By the assumption (4.4) we see CI~ < cur. Now we 
move the path of integration to Re(s) = t12 - 0. Then it follows that 
+ (2ni5)-l J”‘-“+‘” 
~(w/t).L& + w) ;y”’ dw, (5.1) 
z2-a-ias 
where R’ denotes the residue of fN(s) at s = 1. It can be seen easily that 
1 R’ 1 < 1 R 1, where R is the residue of cK(s) at s = 1, which is the constant 
depending only on K. Hence, applying Stirling’s formula to r-factors in the 
right-hand side of (5.1), we have 
.gX1--e-41l +p-m ebb’“’ 1 fN(a2 + i(t+ u))l du 
=Xl-a,~Alrl +p-e 
=X1-oe-A”’ +xx2-y1, +I,+],), say. (5.2) 
Here we note that by A we mean a positive constant depending only on K, 
crO, and E, and not necessarily the same in each occurrence. 
Since cK(.s) = O( 1 f (If1 -@/*) uniformly in E d 5 < 1 - E (see Chan- 
drasekharan-Narasimhan [S]), with (4.12) we have 
Therefore, 
I,, Z, 4exp(CWPa2) 6 ePAv dv +exp(CIN’-“2). (5.3) 
Substituting (5.3) into (5.2), and applying Schwarz’ inequality to Z2, we 
have 
f h,Ks -fN(s) -+ i%?“e-Alrl + J?-” exp(ClN’-“2) 
n=l 
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and so, 
Hence, using (4.13), we have 
T-‘1’1 f. h,n-“-f,(s) 2df 
1 n=l 
6 T-IjyZ’I- u)+XZ(ar-a) exp( WV’ - ‘l), 
so it follows that 
-$ T~‘~2X’-u+XX12~~exp(C1N’~‘2), (5.4) 
by using Minkowski’s inequality. 
Next, it can be easily shown that 
T-l df= (1 - T-l) f I+-*“+ o(S), (5.5) 
fl=l 
where 
S= T-’ f 1 h,h,(mn)-“(log(m/n))-’ 
=T-‘(f c +f c ) 
n = 1 m 3) 2N n= 1 n<m<2n 
= T-‘(S, + S,), say. 
By using (4.11), we have 
S,G 2 C (mn)-d+Eexp(-(mr+n’)/XS) 
n=l m>2n 
<{l +(-IX- zl+‘+ar((l -a, +E)/[)}~$X~‘*--~)+~, 
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Also, 
S24 f i (n(n+r))Pu+Eexp(-(ni+(n+r)‘)/X~).~ 
?I=1 r=l 
<f nlpZaLfE exp( -2(n/X)<) i rP1 
n=l r=l 
<f .1-2”1+“exp( -2(n/X)<) 
n=l 
<1+x *(‘Pal)+fr((2(1 -cc,)+&)/~)~X*(I~orl’+&. 
Hence, from (5.4) and (5.5), we have 
( J 
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+O(T-“~X’~“+X~~-U exp( CZN’ - Q)), (5.6) 




Under the choice X= T1’2(1-z’-a2to)exp(CZN1-a2), the second and the 
third terms of the right-hand side of the above are estimated by 
4T- ‘+(‘~~l)/(1-~l-~2+U)+&exp(C~N’-“2) 
@ T- ‘+(‘~oll)/(‘-a2)+Eexp(C~N’-“2) 
uniformly in aI d (r d 2. This implies the result of Lemma 5. 
Remark. We can easily show that 
f bin-*“= f ~I~~-‘“+O(X-~) 
n=l iI=l 
holds. Hence, from (5.6) we can obtain 
f(a, N, T)- f b~n~2”=O(T-(31-~2)/*(‘-az)+&exp(C~N’-”2)), 
n=1 
which is valid uniformly in a1 < cr G PI. This is a quantitative version of 
Carlson’s theorem. 
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6. APPLICATION OF Levy’s INVERSION FORMULA 
In this section crO be an arbitrary real number greater than 1 - L ‘, and 
we will prove an explicit estimate of ) W(R) - W,(R)1 If, when 1 H’/ tends 
to infinity, 
(1N(M’)=u(IM’I~‘2+‘~‘) (6.1 ) 
holds for some r] > 0, then Levy’s inversion formula asserts that W, is 
absolutely continuous, and the Radon-Nikodym density function F, is 
given by 
FN(z) = (27~~~ Ic e-‘<‘.“‘> A,(w) dw. (6.2) 
Moreover, if the estimate (6.1) is uniform in N, then the limit function 
n(w) satisfies the same estimate, so W also has the density function F 
defined by 
F(z)= (271~’ jc epi<‘,“‘> /i(w) dw. 
Therefore. 
IF(z)-F&)1 G(~x)-~~ IA(w)-AN(w)1 dw 
=@n)-*i I,., .l+J;.,>l> 
= (27cP2 (J] + J,), say. 
We apply (3.4) to J, to obtain J, < P(N). Also, in this section we will show 
I4w)-~dw)l =aIw3 P(W). (6.3) 
From this estimate we have J, 4 P(N), so it follows that 
IF(z)-F~(z)(~P(N)~N~~‘“~(~~~N)-~”~, 
hence 
1 W(K)- W,(R)1 <p2(R) N1-2”o (log ,)-2uo (= p2(R)AI, say). (6.4) 
The above discussion reduces our problem to the proof of (6.1) and (6.3). 
We remark that the following proof, as well as the proof of (3.3), is due 
essentially to Borchsenius-Jessen [6]. 
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At first, we quote the following 
LEMMA 6 (Theorem 13 of Jessen-Wintner [lo]). Let p>O, and we 
assume that the series 
F(z) = F a,z” (a,EC, al#O) 
?I=1 
is conuergent in ( z ( < p. For any positive r < p, we put 
r= T(r) = {F(reZRiB)I 0 E [0, l)}. 
Then, there exists a positive p0 < p, for which T(r) is a closed convex curve 
for 0 < r < pO. Furthermore, for any positive p, < pO, there exists a 
B = /l(p, ), for which 
exp(i(F(re2”“), w))d8 <flrPt/’ )w\-~/~ 
holds.for O<rdpl. 
Since we assume K is Galois, it follows that ~~(0,) is of the form (1.4), 
so 
K,(w) = j: exp(i( -log(l - r,ewCWf(n) en)), g(n) w>) de, 
f(n) ~ 1 
=fW’ c 
“=O 
x I ’ exp(i( -log( 1 -r,, exp(2ni(8, + v))), g(n) w)) de,, 0 
= s ’ exp(i(Z,(~, ), s(n) w > de,, 0 
where 
z”,(O,) = -log( 1 - rn exp(27ci0,)). 
Hence we can apply Lemma6 to F(z)=-log(l-z), p=l, r=r,,, and 
8 = 8,. The result is 
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for any r,? <p,. If we choose p, = po/2, then the constants p, and fc are 
absolute, and there exists a positive integer n,, for which Y,, =p,~““‘~~ d p, 
holds for any n > n,. Therefore, 
holds for any rr>,n,. 
Now, let N> n, + 10. Then, by using the above inequality and the trivial 
estimate IK,(w>)l d 1, we have 
In particular, (6.1) is valid uniformly in N. Next, from (3.2) and (6.5) we 
have 
I~.+I(M’)--/i.(W)l~IWl~3Pn:(; 
for any n > N. Hence, for any M > N, it follows that 
M-I 
l4&4(w)-4.&44w’ 1 P,-:-~“<(wl-3P(N), 
fl=N 
which leads to the estimate (6.3) when M tends to infinity. This completes 
the proof of (6.4). 
7. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
To obtain a quantitative result, it is indispensable to refine both (1.1) 
and (1.2). The quantitative version of (1.2) is already shown as (6.4), and 
one of our remaining task is to evaluate 
E,dT, R) = W,(R) - v,(T, RIP 
explicitly. Such a result was firstly proved in [ 111, in the case of the 
Riemann zeta-function. The same method is available to general K, so we 
only show the result. For any positive integers m and r, we have 
E,(T, R)+N2(3r)N (m-l +D~)+r-N’(N+‘)~(3’2)+C’ao+ T-’ 
(=A2+A,+TPL,say), (7.1) 
where 
D>= T-‘(3 + 2 .log WZ)~ exp(C(mN.log N)3 (log(mlv))*). 
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Remark. In [ 111, we used Waldschmidt’s result [18] on the trans- 
cendental measure of the number eA. More relined results are written in 
[ 193, of whose existence Professor M. Waldschmidt kindly informed the 
author. In particular, a result of P. L. Cijsouw leads to a slight improve- 
ment of A,. Also, the second term A,, due to a geometric argument 
developed in [ 151, can be improved by using (2.1) in the present paper, 
combined with (4.1) of [15]. However, these improvements have no effect 
on our final result. 
Applying (7.1) to Ri= Ri(6) and R,= R,(6), we obtain 
WN(Ri)- V,W(T, Ri)/T+ A2 + A, + T-l, (7.2) 
W,(R,)-V,tT,R,)/T~A,+A3+T-‘. (7.3) 
Next we show 
LEMMA 7. 1 W,(R)- W,(R<)( = 0(61’2), 1 W,(R)- W,(R,.)) =0(6”*). 
In the case K = Q, this result is proved in Section 9 of [ 111. The descrip- 
tion of the proof in [ 1 l] is rather sketchy, so here we present the details. 
Let 
c Z,N= iz2 + ‘.. +z,Iz,Er2, . . ..ZNErN}. 
and for any z E C,,,, we define 
Then, 
@‘N(R)- WN(R~)=PN(QN(R-R,)) 
1 I s 1 = .I. @(z,(e,)+ ... +z,(8,)) dt?,ee-df?,. 0 0 
(Of course, W,(R,) - W,(R) can be handled in a similar way.) Hence the 
problem is reduced to the evaluation of O(z). The set Z-, + z is a closed 
convex curve, so it intersects with R - Ri only several times. Hence it is 
sufficient to consider one connected component of the intersection of ri 
and the closed strip d of width 6. Such a component F’ is an arc of f,, 
so we can write 
r” = {21(61)1 e; < 8, GO;,}, 
with some 0;, 0; E [0, 1) satisfying 0; - 0; Q l/f(l). 
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The boundary of A consists of two parallel lines I, and I,. If the two end 
points z, (0;) and z,(@;) are on the same line, for example on I,, then there 
exists a e:~(f3;, Qy), for which the tangent line f* of f, at _-,(ej+) is 
parallel to I,. Hence, replacing A by the strip between fI and I*, we can 
reduce the problem to the case that z, (fY, ) and r I (0; ) are not on the same 
line. 
Let rr = (2, (0, )I 0 < 0r < 1 }. This is a closed convex curve, and Bohr 
Jessen [S] proved that the inner radius and the outer radius of 7, are 
given by r, and r,(l -rf))“‘, respectively. (See (3.3) of [ll].) Hence, 
g(l)r, and g(l)r,(l -rf)-1’2 are the inner and outer radii of Z,, respec- 
tively. 
We assume z, (0; ) E I, and z, (0:) E I,. For any closed curve C, by Z(C) 
we denote the open region surrounded by C. Let Ci be the circle with 
radius g(1) rr, tangent to Zl at z,(e;), and Ci- (z,(@,)} cZ(T,). By zi we 
mean the crossing point of Ci and f2 which is close to ~~(0: ), and by cp i
we denote the cross angle of two diameters of C,, passing z,(& ) 
and zi, respectively. Then we can easily show cos cp i 2 1 - 6( g( 1) Y, ) ~ ‘, 
so sin cp, 4 6 ‘I2 Also, let C,. be the circle with radius g( 1) rl ( 1 - r:) ~ ‘I’, . 
tangent to Z, at z,(e;), and f,- {z,(P,)} cZ(C,,). We define z?. and cp> 
similarly as above. Then, sin qY 6 h1j2 can also be proved. Hence we 
have Iz,(kJ;)-ziI ~6~‘~ and Iz,(13~)-;,,/<6”~, so it follows that 
IzI(e’,-z,(O;l)l <6’j2. Therefore, an explicit calculation of;,(B;)-z,(tZ;‘) 
shows 
I exp(2xif( l)(& - (3;)) - 1 I G kj1j2, (7.4) 
so 10; - 0: I + d112. This completes the proof of Lemma 7. 





Now, let oO> 1. Then, (7.5), (7.6), and (4.2) imply 
W(R)-V(T,R)/T&p2(R)A,+A2+A3+B1”+T-’ 
for any b which satisfies 
I log ifc(~o+ it) - log i,,(acl + it)( < 6. 
From (4.1) we can choose 6 = CN’ -“O(log N) --ao. Let a be a positive 
constant, and we choose m = [(log T)‘14/2], r= [N”], and N= 
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[log(m)/6a loglog(m where [x] signifies the integer part of x. (These 
choices of parameters are the same as in Section 2 of [ 111.) Then, 
A 1 6 (loglog T)’ - 2”o/logloglog T, 
A, $ (log T)-1’6, 
and 
A, < (loglog(T)/logloglog(T))-“+‘3’2’+C’uo 
a1’2 < (loglog T)” --O”)‘2 (logloglog T) -1’2. 
Under the choice of a sufhciently large value of a, the above estimates 
implies the result of Theorem 2 in the case cr,, > 1. 
Next, let 1 -L-l < rrO < 1. In this case we combine (7.5) and (7.6) with 
(4.3) to obtain 
From (4.9) and Lemma 5, we have 
T-1k~(T)~6~2log(6~1){(N~logN)-3+”+T~1(N~logN)-2+“} 
+~-2(j,Tp2”1+8+ T~‘+L(‘~OLl)+Eexp(CzN’/L)) + T-1. 
Hence, under the same choice of the parameters, we have 
T-‘k;(T)&-*(log(d-‘))(loglog T)-‘+’ 
+6-2(loglog T)1-2uo+E. 
Finally we choose 6 = (loglog T)*” -2rro)‘5. Then we obtain 
T-‘kS,( T) < (loglog T)” - 2uo)‘5+E, 
and the same estimate holds for the term 6 ‘I2 This completes the proof of . 
our Theorem 2. 
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